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In Bloom and Saracino (2009) [2] we proved that a natural bijection
Γ : Sn(321) → Sn(132) that Robertson deﬁned by an iterative
process in Robertson (2004) [8] preserves the numbers of ﬁxed
points and excedances in each σ ∈ Sn(321). The proof depended
on ﬁrst showing that Γ (σ−1) = (Γ (σ ))−1 for all σ ∈ Sn(321).
Here we give a noniterative deﬁnition of Γ that frees the result
about ﬁxed points and excedances from its dependence on the
result about inverses, while also greatly simplifying and elucidating
the result about inverses. We also establish a simple connection
between Γ and an analogous bijection φ∗ : Sn(213) → Sn(321)
introduced in Backelin et al. (2007) [1] and studied in Bousquet-
Melou and Steingrimsson (2005) [3].
© 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
0. Introduction
We write the permutation σ ∈ Sn in one-line notation as σ1σ2 . . . σn . If m n and α ∈ Sm then we
say that σ is α-avoiding if there do not exist indices 1 i1 < · · · < im  n such that σi j < σik if and
only if α j < αk for 1 j,km. We denote by Sn(α) the set of all σ ∈ Sn that are α-avoiding.
The sets Sn(α) have received considerable attention in the literature over the last several decades.
(As just a few examples, see [4,6,7,9], and the survey article [5].) In [8], Robertson introduced a very
natural bijection Γ : Sn(321) → Sn(132), and at the 2005 Integers conference he conjectured that Γ
preserves the number of ﬁxed points in each σ ∈ Sn(321). In [2] we aﬃrmed this conjecture and
showed that Γ also preserves the numbers of excedances and antiexcedances in each σ ∈ Sn(321).
As an ingredient of the proof, we also showed, via a somewhat involved argument, that Γ (σ−1) =
(Γ (σ ))−1 for all σ ∈ Sn(321).
Robertson’s deﬁnition of Γ was in terms of an iterative process that can be applied to any σ ∈ Sn .
If σiσ jσk and σxσyσz are 132-patterns in σ we will say that σiσ jσk is position-smaller than σxσyσz
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396 J. Bloom, D. Saracino / Advances in Applied Mathematics 45 (2010) 395–409if (i, j,k) is smaller than (x, y, z) in the lexicographic ordering of triples of positive integers. For
any σ ∈ Sn we deﬁne gσ ∈ Sn as follows. If σ ∈ Sn(132) then gσ = σ . If σ /∈ Sn(132) we take the
position-smallest 132-pattern σiσ jσk in σ and let gσ be the permutation obtained from σ by re-
placing σi, σ j, σk by, respectively, σ j, σk, σi . Robertson proved in [8] that for every σ ∈ Sn there is a
smallest nonnegative integer r such that grσ ∈ Sn(132), and he deﬁned Γ (σ ) to be grσ .
In our work in [2] we found it helpful to consider an ordering of 132-patterns by values rather
than by positions. We say that pattern σiσ jσk is value-smaller than pattern σxσyσz if (σi, σ j, σk) is
smaller than (σx, σy, σz) in the lexicographic ordering of triples of positive integers, and we deﬁne
hσ analogously to gσ , using the value-smallest 132-pattern in σ instead of the position-smallest one.
One of our results in [2] was that, with r as above, Γ (σ ) = hrσ .
The main purpose of the present paper is to show that for σ ∈ Sn(321) we can obtain Γ (σ ) in one
step, without an iterative process, by using what we call a template for σ . Using this new view of Γ ,
we give a more transparent proof of the fact that Γ (σ−1) = (Γ (σ ))−1 for all σ ∈ Sn(321), and we
prove that Γ preserves the numbers of ﬁxed points and excedances without using the result about
inverses.
In [2] we also showed that a bijection φ∗ : Sn(213) → Sn(321) introduced in [1] preserves the
numbers of ﬁxed points and excedances in each σ ∈ Sn(213). At the end of the present paper we
establish a simple connection between φ∗ and Γ, which translates the ﬁxed point and excedance
result for Γ into that for φ∗ .
1. A pictorial interpretation of Γ
In this section we will describe the bijection Γ : Sn(321) → Sn(132) by describing σ and Γ (σ )
pictorially in terms of what we will call the L-corners of σ . These L-corners are deﬁned in terms of
elements that we call 1-elements and 2-elements.
Deﬁnition. If σ ∈ Sn(321) then σ j is called a 1-element if there is some i such that σiσ j is a 21-
pattern in σ . Likewise, σi is called a 2-element if there is some j such that σiσ j is a 21-pattern
in σ .
It is clear that no entry of σ ∈ Sn(321) can be both a 1-element and a 2-element. The following
result is also clear.
Lemma 1 (Monotonicity). If σi and σ j are 2-elements in σ ∈ Sn(321) then σi < σ j if and only if i < j. The
same result holds if neither σi nor σ j is a 2-element in σ .
Lemma 2. Let σ ∈ Sn(321), and suppose there are 21-patterns in σ . Then:
(a) If σi is the largest 2-element in σ and σ j is the largest 1-element, then σiσ j is a 21-pattern in σ .
(b) If σsσt is a 21-pattern in σ and C is the set of 21-patterns σxσy in σ such that σx < σs and σy < σt , then
if
σi = max{σx: σxσy ∈ C for some σy}
and
σ j = max{σy: σxσy ∈ C for some σx},
then σiσ j is a 21-pattern in σ .
Proof. For part (a), we observe that since σi is a 2-element there is some 1-element σk such that
i < k. By monotonicity and our choice of σ j , we have k  j, so i < j. Since σ j is a 1-element there
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21-pattern in σ .
The proof of part (b) is similar. 
Using Lemma 2, we deﬁne the L-corners of σ ∈ Sn(321) inductively. The L-corners are obtained
by taking certain 21-patterns σxσy in σ and forming the pairs (x, σy), using the position of the 2-
element and the value of the 1-element. (We have chosen the term “L-corners” to avoid confusion
with the corners of the diagram of σ .)
Deﬁnition. Suppose σ ∈ Sn(321) and there are 21-patterns in σ . The ﬁrst L-corner of σ is the pair
(i, σ j), where σi and σ j are, respectively, the largest 2-element and the largest 1-element in σ . If
(s, σt) is the kth L-corner of σ and there are 21-patterns σxσy in σ such that σx < σs and σy < σt ,
then the (k + 1)th L-corner of σ is the pair (i, σ j), where σi and σ j are, respectively, the largest σx
and the largest σy occurring in these patterns σxσy .
Example. If
σ = 3 1 2 5 6 9 10 4 7 8 ∈ S10(321),
the L-corners of σ are obtained from the 21-patterns 10 8, 9 7, 6 4, and 3 2. The L-corners are the
ordered pairs (7,8), (6,7), (5,4), and (1,2).
We will use the L-corners of σ ∈ Sn(321) to represent σ pictorially.
Deﬁnition. Consider an n × n array of squares, and represent the square in the ith row from the top
and the jth column from the left by (i, j). We will call a set T of squares in the array a permutation
template if we obtain a permutation τ ∈ Sn by (inductively) letting τk be the smallest element m of
[n] such that (k,m) /∈ T and m /∈ {τ1, . . . , τk−1}.
In other words, if we think of the squares in T as shaded and those not in T as unshaded, and if
(inductively) on each row of the array we place an x in the ﬁrst unshaded square that has no x above
it, then we obtain a τ ∈ Sn by letting τk =m if and only if square (k,m) contains an x. We will call T
a template for τ .
For σ ∈ Sn(321), we will obtain a template for σ by using the L-corners of σ . Say the L-corners
are (p1, v1), . . . , (pt , vt), with each pi being the position of a certain 2-element and each vi being a
certain 1-element. For each i, 1 i  t , let Ti be the set of squares in the n × n array that are either
(pi, vi), or in row pi and to the left of (pi, vi), or in column vi and above (pi, vi). So each Ti forms
a reversed L. (The smallest L, arising from (pt , vt), will degenerate to a line segment if either pt or
vt is 1.) Let
Tσ =
⋃
1it
T i,
so that Tσ is the union of a set of nested reversed L’s.
Example. For σ = 14237586 ∈ S8(321), the L-corners are (2,3), (5,5), and (7,6), and Tσ is the
shaded region in the following ﬁgure.
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Proof. Let the L-corners of σ be (pt , vt), . . . , (p1, v1), with (p1, v1) the largest and rightmost. We
will consider the values σk , ﬁrst for k > p1, then for k = p1, then for pi < k < pi−1, then for k = pi
with i > 1, and ﬁnally for k < pt . In each case we will show that σk is the value determined by Tσ
on line k.
For k > p1 we must show that σk = min{σ j: j  k}. But σk ’s to the right of position p1 are not
2-elements, so they are in increasing order by monotonicity.
For k = p1 we must show that there cannot be σ j such that j > p1 and v1 < σ j < σp1 . But any
such σ j would be a 1-element larger than v1, and this is impossible.
Next consider pi < k < pi−1. We must show that there cannot be σ j such that j > k, σ j /∈
{vi−1, . . . , v1}, and σ j < σk . If such a σ j exists, then since σ j = v1 and σ j is a 1-element, σ j oc-
curs to the left of value v1 in σ . Let m ∈ {i − 1, . . . ,1} be as large as possible with vm to the right
of σ j in σ . If m = i − 1 then σkσ j is a 21-pattern with σk < σpi−1 and σ j < vi−1 and σk > σpi ,
which contradicts our choice of σpi . If m < i − 1 then σkσ j is a 21-pattern with σk < σpi−1 < σpm
and σ j < vm and σ j > vm+1 (because vm+1 is a 1-element to the left of the 1-element σ j), and this
contradicts our choice of vm+1.
Now suppose k = pi , with i > 1. Suppose for a contradiction that there is some σ j such that j > pi
and σ j /∈ {vi−1, . . . , v1} and vi < σ j < σpi . Then since σpiσ j is a 21-pattern, σ j is a 1-element, so since
σ j > vi , we know that vi occurs to the left of σ j in σ . Deﬁning m as in the preceding paragraph, the
21-pattern σpiσ j contradicts our choice of vm+1.
Finally, consider k < pt and suppose for a contradiction that for some j > k we have σ j /∈
{vt , . . . , v1} and σ j < σk . We deﬁne m as we did before, except that we replace i − 1 by t . We obtain
a contradiction as we did before, noting in the case m = t that σkσ j contradicts the fact that (pt , vt)
is the leftmost L-corner in σ . 
The template Tσ is an example of what we will call a subset of type I in an n × n array.
Deﬁnitions. If S is a subset of an n×n array, S is of type I if there exists a sequence (xt , yt), . . . ,(x1, y1)
of squares in the array such that xt < · · · < x1 and yt < · · · < y1 and S consists of the squares in the
t reversed L’s having corners at the squares (xi, yi) and extending horizontally to the left edge of the
array and vertically to its top edge. S is of type II if there exists such a sequence (xt , yt), . . . , (x1, y1)
such that S consists of the squares in t inverted L’s, Lt , . . . , L1, where Li has its corner at (i, i), and
vertical and horizontal legs consisting of xi and yi squares, respectively (including the corner in each
leg). S is of type III is S is the union of a subset of type I and a subset of type II.
So subsets of type II are unions of inverted L’s, and must be connected, whereas subsets of type I
are unions of reversed L’s and need not be connected. In either case, the smallest L may degenerate
into a line segment. The shaded region in the following ﬁgure is a subset of type II, with t = 4,
(x1, y1) = (7,6), (x2, y2) = (5,5), (x3, y3) = (4,3) and (x4, y4) = (2,1).
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in the Introduction.
Lemma 4. Suppose T is a template for τ ∈ Sn and T is a set of type III. Regard the squares in T as shaded and
those not in T as unshaded.
(a) If τiτ jτk is a 132-pattern in τ then there is a rectangle U (i, τi) of unshaded squares that has (i, τi) as its
upper left hand corner and is bordered to the right and below by part of a reversed L of shaded squares.
Say the corner of this reversed L is square (r, c).
(b) If τiτ jτk is the value-smallest 132-pattern in τ then all squares (x, y) with x r and y < τi are shaded,
and all squares (x, τi) with x < i are shaded.
(c) If τiτ jτk is the position-smallest 132-pattern in τ then all squares (x, y) with x < i and y  c are shaded,
and all squares (i, y) with y < τi are shaded.
The following diagram illustrates Lemma 4 for the value-smallest 132 pattern 286 and the
position-smallest 132 pattern 386 in the permutation 73425816.
Proof of Lemma 4. Let T = S1∪ S2, where S1 and S2 are sets of types I and II, respectively. Let R(i, τi)
be the rectangle of squares
R(i, τi) =
{
(x, y): x i and y  τi
}
.
Since (i, τi) /∈ T by deﬁnition, we have (i, τi) /∈ S2, so since S2 is of type II we conclude that
S2 ∩ R(i, τi) = ∅. Thus the shaded squares in R(i, τi) are precisely those in S1 ∩ R(i, τi). Since S1 is of
type I, part (a) of the lemma will be proved once we show that there is a shaded square (i, y) with
y  τi . But if this is not the case, then either all of (i, τi), ( j, τ j), (k, τk) are to the right of the largest
reversed L of S1 or all of them are below the largest reversed L, and therefore since T is a template
for τ we have τi < τ j < τk, a contradiction.
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borders U (i, τi) and are thus shaded. Suppose for a contradiction that some square (x, y) with x < r
and y < τi is unshaded. Choose x = x0 as small as possible, and then choose y = y0 as small as
possible. Since T is a template for τ , we have τx0 = y0 < τi . Noting that τr > c and τz = c for some
z > r, we see that τx0τrτz is a 132-pattern in τ with τx0 < τi , contradicting our choice of τiτ jτk . So
all squares (x, y) with x  r and y < τi are shaded. It follows that all squares (x, τi) with x < i are
shaded, for otherwise T would have assigned the value τi on some row before the ith.
The argument for part (c) is similar, noting that if some square (x, y) with x < i and y < c were
unshaded, we would have some x0 < i and y0 < c with τx0 = y0 < c, and then choosing z with τz = c,
the 132-pattern τx0τrτz would contradict our choice of τiτ jτk . 
Lemma 5. Let T be a template for τ ∈ Sn, with T of type III and with the squares in T shaded and those not in
T unshaded. Let 1 i  n and let R(i, τi) = {(x, y): x i and y  τi}.
(a) If (a,b) and (c,d) are shaded squares in R(i, τi) such that a > c and b < d, then square (a,d) is shaded.
(b) There is no 321-pattern τxτyτz in τ such that the squares (x, τx), (y, τy), and (z, τz) are all in R(i, τi).
Proof. For part (a), note that if squares (a,b) and (c,d) are in R(i, τi) with a > c and b < d, then
square (a,d) is in R(i, τi). As in the proof of Lemma 4, the shaded squares in R(i, τi) are exactly
those in S1 ∩ R(i, τi), where S1 is a set of type I. So squares (a,b) and (c,d) are in S1, and therefore
so is square (a,d), since S1 is of type I. Thus square (a,d) is shaded.
To prove part (b), suppose τxτyτz is a 321-pattern in τ with (x, τx), (y, τy) and (z, τz) all in
R(i, τi). Since T is a template for τ , squares (y, τz) and (x, τy) must be shaded, and these squares are
in R(i, τi). Thus by part (a), square (y, τy) is shaded. But this contradicts the fact that T is a template
for τ . 
Lemma 6. Let T , τ ,U (i, τi) and (r, c) be as in Lemma 4, where τiτ jτk is either the value-smallest or the
position-smallest 132-pattern in σ . Then
(a) τ j > c and j  r;
(b) τk  c and k > r.
Proof. As in Lemmas 4 and 5, let R(i, τi) = {(x, y): x  i and y  τi}, and note that the shaded
squares in R(i, τi) are exactly those in a set S1 of type I.
Since T is a template for τ , the square ( j, τk) must be shaded in T . So ( j, τk) is either on the
vertical leg of a reversed L, or on the horizontal leg of a reversed L whose vertical leg lies in column
d < τ j (since square ( j, τ j) is not shaded in T ). If τ j  c then in either case the vertical leg intersects
U (i, τi), and this contradicts the fact that all squares in U (i, τi) are unshaded. Thus τ j > c.
To complete the proof of part (a), suppose for a contradiction that j > r. Note that, since T is a
template for τ , we have τr > c and τw = c for some w > r. So τiτrτw is a 132-pattern in τ that
is position-smaller than τiτ jτk , and therefore by assumption τiτ jτk must be the value-smallest 132-
pattern in τ . Thus τ j < τr lest τiτrτw be value-smaller than τiτ jτk . But then τiτrτ j is a 321-pattern,
contradicting Lemma 5(b).
To prove that τk  c, recall that τw = c for some w > r, and τiτ jτw is a 132-pattern in τ . Thus
if τiτ jτk is the value-smallest 132-pattern in τ we have τk  τw , i.e., τk  c. So assume τiτ jτk is the
position-smallest 132-pattern in τ . Then k w . If k = w then τk = c, so assume k < w . Then if τk > c
the 321-pattern τ jτkτw contradicts Lemma 5(b). So τk  c.
To see that k > r, recall that the square ( j, τk) is shaded in T . If k  r then i < j < r and τk < c
(because square (k, τk) is unshaded in T ), so square ( j, τk) lies in U (i, τi), contradicting the fact that
( j, τk) is shaded. 
We will now show that, in the situation of Lemma 4, a simple modiﬁcation in a template for τ
produces a template for gτ or hτ . It will be helpful to think of the unshaded squares as containing
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down one square and to the right one square, and then reshading the array so that again the un-
shaded squares are exactly the ones containing the markers. For example, if we use dots for markers
and U (i, τi) is the unshaded portion of
then after shifting the markers we have
and after reshading we have
Lemma 7. Let T be a template for τ ∈ Sn, with T of type III and with the squares in T shaded and those not in
T unshaded and containing markers. Let τiτ jτk be a 132-pattern in τ , and let U (i, τi) be as in Lemma 4. Shift
all the markers in squares in U (i, τi) down one square and to the right one square, and reshade the array so
that the squares containing the markers are exactly the unshaded squares. Let T ′ be the set of shaded squares
in the reshaded array. If τiτ jτk is either the value-smallest or the position-smallest 132-pattern in τ then T ′
is a set of type III and is a template for the permutation μ obtained from τ by replacing τi, τ j, τk by τ j, τk, τi
respectively.
Proof. First suppose τiτ jτk is the value-smallest 132-pattern in τ . Say T = S1 ∪ S2, where S1 is of
type I and S2 is of type II. By Lemma 4(b) we may assume that S2 includes all squares (x, y) with
x r and y < τi , and all squares (x, τi) with x < i. (If it does not we make these squares part of S2,
keeping S2 of type II and not changing S1 ∪ S2.) Therefore if we let
S ′2 = S2 ∪
{
(x, τi): i  x r
}
,
then S ′2 is of type II. If we let S ′1 be the set of type I obtained from S1 by taking the reversed L with
corner at (r, c) and moving its horizontal leg to row i and deleting the squares (x, c) with i < x  r
then T ′ = S ′1 ∪ S ′2, so T ′ is of type III.
Now suppose τiτ jτk is the position-smallest 132-pattern in τ . Again writing T = S1 ∪ S2, we can
by Lemma 4(c) enlarge S2 if necessary so that it includes all squares (x, y) with x < i and y  c. Then
if we let
S ′2 = S2 ∪
{
(i, y): τi  y  c
}
,
S ′2 is of type II. If we let S ′1 be obtained from S1 by taking the reversed L with corner at (r, c) and
moving its vertical leg to column τi and deleting the squares (r, y) with τi < y  c then T ′ = S ′1 ∪ S ′2.
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μx = min
{
y ∈ [n]: y = μz for all z < x and square (x, y) is unshaded in T ′
}
.
For x < i this is clear, since μx = τx and the shading in the ﬁrst i − 1 rows of T is the same as that
in T . To deal with x i we consider six cases.
Case 1: x = i. We must show that
τ j = min
{
y ∈ [n]: y = τz for all z < i and square (i, y) is unshaded in T ′
}
.
Obviously τ j = τz for all z < i, and to show that (i, τ j) is unshaded in T ′ it suﬃces, since τ j > c
by Lemma 6(a), to show that (i, τ j) is unshaded in T . But if (i, τ j) were on the horizontal leg of
some reversed L then this leg would intersect U (i, τi), and if (i, τ j) were on the vertical leg then the
horizontal leg would intersect U (i, τi), because ( j, τ j) is unshaded and j  r by Lemma 6(a).
We must still show that if y < τ j then either y = τz for some z < i or square (i, y) is shaded in T ′ .
If y  c then square (i, y) is shaded in T ′ by deﬁnition of T ′ and Lemma 4(b,c). Suppose c < y < τ j .
Then either square ( j, y) is shaded in T or y = τz for some j < z. If square ( j, y) is shaded in T then
( j, y) must be in the vertical leg of some reversed L, and therefore square (i, y) is shaded in T ′ . If
y = τz for some z < j then in fact z < i, for otherwise τiτzτk would contradict the fact that τiτ jτk is
either the value-smallest or the position-smallest 132-pattern in τ . (We have used the fact that τk  c
from Lemma 6(b).)
Case 2: i < x < j. We claim ﬁrst that τx < c for all such x. For if c  τx < τ j then, as above, τiτxτk con-
tradicts our assumption on τiτ jτk . And if τx > τ j then the 321-pattern τxτ jc contradicts Lemma 5(b).
We want to show that for all i < x < j we have
τx = min
{
y ∈ [n]: y = μz for all z < x and square (x, y) is unshaded in T ′
}
.
Since square (x, τi) is shaded in T ′ and μz = τz for all i = z < x, this says that
τx = min
[{
y ∈ [n]: y = τz for all z < x and y = τ j and square (x, y) is unshaded in T
}∪ {c}].
Since we know τx < c < τ j this says
τx = min
{
y ∈ [n]: y = τz for all z < x and square (x, y) is unshaded in T
}
,
which is true.
Case 3: x = j. Here we want to show that
τk = min
{
y ∈ [n]: y = μz for all z < j and square ( j, y) is unshaded in T ′
}
.
Clearly τk = μz for all z < j, and square ( j, τk) is unshaded in T ′ because τi < τk  c and i < j  r by
Lemma 6.
We need to show that if y < τk then either y = μz for some z < j or square ( j, y) is shaded in T ′ .
If y = τi , square ( j, y) is shaded in T ′ . Suppose y < τi . Then since τ j > y and T is a template for
τ , either square ( j, y) is shaded in T (in which case it is shaded in T ′) or y = τz for some z < j.
In this case z > i by Lemma 4(b,c), and thus τz = μz , so y = μz . So all that remains is the case
τi < y < τk . We assert that in this case y = μz for some z < j. To see this, notice ﬁrst that since
τi < τk  c, square (r, τk) is shaded in T , and therefore if square (k, y) were also shaded then by
Lemmas 5(a) and 6(b), square (k, τk) would be shaded too, which is impossible. So square (k, y) is
unshaded in T , and therefore (since y < τk) we have y = τz for some z < k, with z = j. If z > j then
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So y = μz for some z < j.
Case 4: j < x < k. For this case, we will use the fact, just established, that
(∗) if τi < y < τk then y = τz = μz for some z < j.
From this we conclude, since τx is neither τi nor τk , that
(∗∗) either τx < τi or τx > τk .
We want to show, with Zx = [x] − {i, j}, that
τx = min
{
y ∈ [n]: y = τ j, τk and y = τz for z ∈ Zx and square (x, y)
is unshaded in T ′
}
,
and we know that
τx = min
{
y ∈ [n]: y = τi, τ j and y = τz for z ∈ Zx and square (x, y)
is unshaded in T
}
.
Call the ﬁrst of the indicated sets Yx and the second Wx , so that τx = minWx and we want to show
that τx = min Yx . We consider two subcases: x > r and x r.
If x > r then the shading in row x is the same in T ′ as it is in T . Therefore Yx and Wx differ
at most by elements of {τi, τk}. If τx < τi then τx = min Yx if and only if τx = minWx , so we are
done. If τx  τi then by (∗∗) we have τx > τk, so τk /∈ Wx (because τx = minWx), and τi /∈ Yx because
(x, τi) is shaded in T ′ . (Since τx > τk, square (x, τk) is shaded in T , so it must be on the horizontal
leg of a reversed L that then includes (x, τi).) Since τk /∈ Wx and τi /∈ Yx , we now have Yx = Wx , so
τx = min Yx .
Now suppose x r, so j < x r. Then τk = c because the square ( j, τk) is shaded in T . Note that
τk /∈ Wx, i.e., c /∈ Wx, because the square (x, c) is shaded in T when x r. Likewise τi /∈ Yx because
the square (x, τi) is shaded in T ′ . It follows from (∗) that every y such that y = τi, τ j, τk and y = τz
for z ∈ Zx satisﬁes either y < τi or y > τk = c, and thus the square (x, y) is shaded in T ′ if and only
if it is shaded in T . Thus Yx = Wx , so τx = min Yx .
Case 5: x = k. We want to show that
τi = min
{
y ∈ [n]: y = μz for z < k and square (x, y) is unshaded in T ′
}
.
Clearly τi = μz for z < k, i.e., τi = τz for z < k with z = i, j, and τi = τ j, τk . And square (k, τi) is
unshaded in T ′ because we showed in the last paragraph of Case 3 that all squares (k, y) with y < τk
are unshaded in T .
We want to show that if y < τi then either y = μz for some z < k or (k, y) is shaded in T ′ . But
for y < τi this says y = τz for some z < k or (k, y) is shaded in T , and this must be true since T is a
template for τ and τk > τi .
Case 6: x > k. We want to show that
τk = min
{
y ∈ [n]: y = μz for z < x and square (x, y) is unshaded in T ′
}
,
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τk = min
{
y ∈ [n]: y = τz for z < x and square (x, y) is unshaded in T
}
.
This is true because T is a template for τ . 
Deﬁnition. Let T be a template for τ ∈ Sn , with the squares in T shaded and those not in T unshaded
and containing markers. If d is a nonnegative integer, we say that the marker in square (x, y) has depth
d if there are exactly d shaded squares in row x to the right of square (x, y) and exactly d shaded
squares in column y below square (x, y).
Lemma 8. Let T be a template for τ ∈ Sn with T of type III and with the squares in T shaded and those not in
T unshaded and containing markers. Then τ ∈ Sn(132) if and only if every marker has depth 0.
Proof. If τ /∈ Sn(132) and τiτ jτk is either the value-smallest or the position-smallest 132-pattern in τ ,
then by Lemma 4(a) the marker in square (i, τi) does not have depth 0.
Conversely, suppose that the marker in some square (x, y) does not have depth 0. If T = S1 ∪ S2
with S1 of type I and S2 of type II then there must be some reversed L of S1 such that (x, y) is
inside L, i.e., (x, y) is above the horizontal leg of L and to the left of the vertical leg. We can assume
that we have chosen x minimal and then y minimal among unshaded squares (x, y) in L, and then it
follows as in the proofs of Lemma 4(b,c) that (x, y) = (x, τx). If the corner of L is square (a,b) then
since T is a template for τ we have τa > b > τx and there is some w > x such that τw = b and so
τx < τw . Then τxτaτw is a 132-pattern in τ , so τ /∈ Sn(132). 
Deﬁnition. If σ ∈ Sn(321) has L-corners (pt , vt), . . . , (p1, v1) with pt < · · · < p1 and vt < · · · <
v1, then, in an n × n array, let T̂σ be the subset of type II corresponding to the sequence
(pt , vt), . . . , (p1, v1).
If Tσ is the template for σ established in Lemma 3, then T̂σ can be obtained from Tσ as follows.
Let Li , 1  i  t , be the reversed L with corner at (pi, vi). First move all markers inside (i.e., above
and to the left of) Lt down one square and to the right one square, and reshade so that the unshaded
squares are exactly those containing markers. Then move all markers inside Lt−1 down one square
and to the right one square, and reshade. [We can also think of this as moving all squares inside Lt−1,
including the shaded ones, down one square diagonally and reversing and inverting Lt−1 so that its
corner is at (1,1).] Repeat this process for Lt−2, . . . , L1.
To illustrate this process consider the example for Tσ where σ = 12534786.
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plate for f1 f2 . . . flσ . In particular, T̂σ is a template for Γ (σ ).
Proof. Each marker in Tσ has some depth d  0, and it follows from the preceding remarks that
T̂σ is obtained from Tσ by shifting each marker of depth d down d squares diagonally and then
reshading.
On the other hand, we can obtain a template Tl for f1 f2 . . . flσ by starting with Tσ and applying
Lemma 7 repeatedly l times. By Lemmas 7 and 8, all markers have depth 0. But each time we apply
Lemma 7, all markers that are moved have their depths decreased by 1, and all markers that are not
moved have their depths unchanged. It follows that in going from Tσ to Tl , every marker of depth
d moves down d squares diagonally, and then we reshade. Thus Tl = T̂σ , so T̂σ is a template for
f1 f2 . . . flσ . 
Corollary. If σ ∈ Sn(321) and f1 f2 . . . flσ ∈ Sn(132), where each fi ∈ {g,h}, then f1 f2 . . . flσ = Γ (σ ).
This corollary is also a consequence of Theorem 2 in [2], but the above argument makes its content
more transparent.
2. Inverses, ﬁxed points, and excedances
In this section we indicate the effects of Theorem 1 in explaining the properties of Γ with respect
to inverses, ﬁxed points, and excedances. We begin with inverses.
Lemma 9. If T is a template for τ ∈ Sn(132), with T of type II and T ∗ = {(y, x): (x, y) ∈ T }, then T ∗ is a
template for τ−1 .
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template for τ−1. 
Theorem 2. (See [2, Theorem 1].) If σ ∈ Sn(321) then Γ (σ−1) = (Γ (σ ))−1 .
Proof. By Theorem 1, T̂σ is a template for Γ (σ ), and T̂σ is of type II by its deﬁnition, so by Lemma 9
we know that (T̂σ )∗ is a template for (Γ (σ ))−1. On the other hand, T̂σ−1 is a template for Γ (σ−1)
by Lemma 3, so it will suﬃce to show that
T̂σ−1 = (T̂σ )∗.
But both sides of this equation are the template of type II corresponding to the sequence
(vt , pt), . . . ,(v1, p1), where (pt , vt), . . . ,(p1, v1) are the L-corners of σ . (Note that (vt , pt), . . . ,(v1, p1)
are the L-corners of σ−1. For example, if, inductively, (i, σ j) and (s, σt) are the (k + 1)th and the kth
L-corners of σ , and (σt , s) is the kth L-corner of σ−1, then in σ :
σ j is the largest 1-element σb in any 21-pattern σaσb
such that σa < σs and σb < σt
so in σ−1:
σ j is the largest position of a 2-element σb in any 21-pattern ba
such that b < t and a < s.
And in σ :
i is the largest position of a 2-element σa in a 21-pattern σaσb
such that σa < σs and σb < σt
so in σ−1:
i is the largest 1-element a in a 21-pattern ba
such that b < t and a < s.
Thus (σ j, i) is the (k + 1)th L-corner of σ−1.) 
The proof of Theorem 2 given in [2] was somewhat complicated, relying on the main technical
lemma (Lemma 2) of that paper. The foregoing argument makes it much clearer why Γ (σ−1) =
(Γ (σ ))−1.
Theorem 1 also elucidates the fact that Γ preserves the numbers of ﬁxed points, excedances, and
antiexcedances in each σ ∈ Sn(321). For while applying g or h does not in general preserve these
numbers, we will show that each step in obtaining T̂σ from Tσ (i.e., reversing and inverting one of
the reversed L’s of Tσ and shifting all squares inside this reversed L down one square diagonally)
does preserve them.
Notation. Let σ ∈ Sn(321) and let Lt , . . . , L1 be the reversed L’s of Tσ , with Lt the smallest. Let T+
be either Tσ or the set of squares obtained from Tσ by carrying out the steps in the determination
of T̂σ corresponding to Lt , Lt−1, . . . , L j+1 and let T++ be obtained from T+ by carrying out the step
corresponding to L j .
Suppose the corner of L j is square (r, c), and consider the following four subsets of the array:
A1 =
{
(x, y): x < r and y  c
}
,
A2 =
{
(x, y): x > r and y  c
}
,
A3 =
{
(x, y): x > r and y > c
}
,
A4 =
{
(x, y): x r and y > c
}
.
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(x, σ+x ). Then T++ is a template for a permutation σ++ , and we can obtain markers in exactly the squares of
the form (x, σ++x ) by starting with the markers in the squares (x, σ+x ) and performing the following steps:
(1) Replace every marker in a square (x, σ+x ) ∈ A1 by a marker in square (x+ 1, σ+x + 1).
(2) If the markers in the squares in A2 occur in squares (x1, σ+x1 ), . . . , (xk, σ
+
xk
), with x1 < · · · < xk, replace
them by markers in squares (x1,1), (x2, σ+x1 + 1), (x3, σ+x2 + 1), . . . , (xk, σ+xk−1 + 1).
(3) If the markers in squares in A4 occur in squares (w1, σ+w1 ), . . . , (wl, σ
+
wl
), with w1 < · · · < wl, replace
them by markers in squares (1, σ+w1 ), (w1 + 1, σ+w2 ), (w2 + 1, σ+w3 ), . . . , (wl−1 + 1, σ+wl ).
Proof. First, it is clear that if (x, σ+x ) ∈ A1 then T++ assigns the value σ+x + 1 to x+ 1.
Second, suppose the markers in squares in A2 occur in squares (x1, σ+x1 ), . . . , (xk, σ
+
xk
), with x1 <
· · · < xk . Then none of rows x1, . . . , xk contains the horizontal leg of any of the reversed L’s of Tσ ,
and we have σ+x1 < · · · < σ+xk , since T+ is a template for σ+ . The set of values in [c] that T+ assigns
to x’s in [r] is [c] − {σ+x1 , . . . , σ+xk }, and if we increase each element of this set by 1, we obtain the
set of values in [c] that T++ assigns to x’s in [r]. It follows that T++ assigns to x1, . . . , xk the values
1, σ+x1 + 1, . . . , σ+xk−1 + 1, respectively.
A similar argument shows that if the markers in squares in A4 occur in squares (w1, σ+w1 ), . . . ,
(wl, σ+wl ), with w1 < · · · < wl , then T++ assigns to 1,w1 + 1, . . . ,wl−1 + 1 the values σ+w1 , . . . , σ+wl ,
respectively.
It remains to show that any marker in a square (x, σ+x ) ∈ A3 is unaffected when we change from
T+ to T++ , i.e., T+ and T++ assign the same values to x. Assume inductively that this is true for
all such markers to the left of the marker in square (x0, σ+x0 ) ∈ A3. If row x0 does not contain the
horizontal leg of any reversed L of Tσ then since σ+x0 > σ
+
xk
we must have x0 > xk , and therefore
(using our results for A1, A2, and A4 and the induction hypothesis) the sets of values assigned by T+
and T++ to x’s less than x0 are the same. Therefore T+ and T++ assign the same value to x0. On the
other hand, if row x0 does contain the horizontal leg of some reversed L of Tσ with corner at (a,b),
then b > c, and therefore since the sets of values assigned by T+ and T++ to x’s less then x0 differ
at most by elements in [c], T+ and T++ assign the same value to x0.
It follows from the above that each value in [n] is assigned by T++ to some m ∈ [n], so T++ is a
template for a permutation σ++ . 
Lemma 11. Let notation be as in Lemma 9, and consider markers in squares (x, σ+x ) along with their replace-
ments, as in Lemma 10. (Regard each marker in a square (x, σ+x ) ∈ A3 as its own replacement.) Then a marker
marks a ﬁxed point (respectively an excedance or an antiexcedance) in σ+ if and only if its replacement marks
a ﬁxed point (respectively an excedance or an antiexcedance) in σ++ .
Proof. For markers in sets A1 and A3 this is clear. We will show that every marker in a square
(x, σ+x ) ∈ A2 marks an antiexcedance (and therefore, by Lemma 10, so does its replacement), and we
will show that every marker in a square (x, σ+x ) ∈ A4 marks an excedance (and therefore so does its
replacement).
To see this we will consider the diagonal from upper left to lower right in our array, and the
corner (r, c) of L j , the reversed L that we reverse and invert in changing from T+ to T++ . If r = c
then (r, c) is on the diagonal and our claims about markers in sets A2 and A4 are clear.
Now suppose r < c. Then it is clear that markers in A4 are to the right of the diagonal and there-
fore mark excedances, and we want to show that every marker in A2 is to the left of the diagonal
and therefore marks an antiexcedance. Consider again the squares (x1, σ+x1 ), . . . , (xk, σ
+
xk
) containing
the markers in A2, and recall that none of rows x1, . . . , xk contain the horizontal leg of any reversed
L of Tσ . It follows that if for 1  i  k we let ni = |{x < xi: σ+x < σ+xi }|, then we have σ+xi = ni + 1.
But since σ+r > c it is clear that ni  xi − 2, and therefore σ+xi  xi − 1, as desired.
If c < r then it is clear that markers in A2 mark antiexcedances, and an argument similar to that
just given shows that markers in A4 mark excedances. 
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cedances in Γ (σ ) are the same as the corresponding numbers for σ .
Proof. If Tσ has t reversed L’s, then we start with Tσ and apply, t times, Lemmas 10 and 11, knowing
by Theorem 1 that after we have performed the steps corresponding to all t reversed L’s, we have a
template for Γ (σ ). 
The proof of Theorem 3 given in [2] used the fact that Γ (σ−1) = (Γ (σ ))−1, while the foregoing
proof is independent of this fact.
In [1], Backelin, West, and Xin introduced a map φ∗ similar to Γ . They ordered occurrences of the
pattern k . . .21 lexicographically by values and let φ∗ act by repeatedly replacing the smallest k . . .21
pattern by the corresponding k− 1 . . .21k-pattern until no k . . .21 patterns remain. They showed that
φ∗ induces a bijection from Sn(k− 1 . . .21k) onto Sn(k . . .21). In [3], Bousquet-Melou and Steingrims-
son showed that φ∗(σ−1) = (φ∗(σ ))−1 for all σ ∈ Sn , and in [2] we used this result to show that the
bijection Sn(213) → Sn(321) induced by φ∗ preserves the numbers of ﬁxed points and excedances in
each σ ∈ Sn(213). We can now establish this fact without using the result of Bousquet-Melou and
Steingrimsson, by establishing a simple relationship between φ∗ and Γ .
When we restrict Γ to Sn(321), it has an inverse Γ −1 : Sn(132) → Sn(321) that can be calculated
by ordering 321-patterns antilexicographically by values and repeatedly replacing the largest 321-
pattern by the corresponding 132-pattern until no 321-patterns remain. We extend Γ −1 to a map
deﬁned on all of Sn , in the obvious way.
Deﬁnition. For σ ∈ Sn , let Λ(σ) denote the permutation obtained from σ by ordering the 321-
patterns antilexicographically by values and repeatedly replacing the largest 321-pattern by the cor-
responding 132-pattern until no 321-patterns remain.
The fact that the iterative process deﬁning Λ(σ) terminates for all σ ∈ Sn can be established by
an argument similar to that used by Robertson in [8] to prove the corresponding fact for Γ (σ ).
Notation. For σ ∈ Sn , let bσ ∈ Sn be such that (bσ)i = j if and only if σn+1−i = n + 1− j.
Note that σ and bσ have the same number of ﬁxed points, and that the number of excedances in
bσ is the number of antiexcedances in σ . Note too that σ ∈ Sn(213) if and only if bσ ∈ Sn(132).
Theorem 4. Fix k = 3 in the deﬁnition of φ∗ . Then for every σ ∈ Sn, φ∗(σ ) = bΛ(bσ).
Since Γ −1 preserves the numbers of ﬁxed points and excedances in each τ ∈ Sn(132), it is imme-
diate from Theorem 4 and the preceding observations that φ∗ preserves the numbers of ﬁxed points
and excedances in each σ ∈ Sn(213).
Proof of Theorem 4. For τ ∈ Sn , let lτ denote the permutation obtained from τ by replacing the an-
tilexicographically value-largest 321-pattern (if any) in τ by the corresponding 132-pattern. To prove
the theorem, it will suﬃce to show that blbσ is obtained from σ by replacing the lexicographically
value-smallest 321-pattern in σ by the corresponding 213-pattern, for all σ ∈ Sn .
If zyx is the lexicographically value-smallest 321-pattern in σ , then (n+1− x)(n+1− y)(n+1− z)
is the antilexicographically value-largest 321-pattern in bσ , so lbσ is obtained from bσ by replacing
(n+ 1− x)(n+ 1− y)(n+ 1− z) by (n+ 1− z)(n+ 1− x)(n+ 1− y). Therefore blbσ is obtained from
σ by replacing zyx by yxz. 
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